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Answer Key

Q.1 [A] Rewrite the sentences using capital letters and full stop.
1. the girls are singing well = The girls are singing well .
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(3)

2. they will go for picnic = They will go for picnic .
3. the sun is yellow = The sun is yellow .
[B] Underline common nouns and circle the proper nouns.
1. My birthday is in
December
2.

Riya

(2)

is participating in the race.

[C] Identify the types of sentences as interrogative, imperative, exclamatory or statement.(3)
1. You must drink a lot of water. = Imperative Sentence
2. Wow! What a beautiful flower it is ! = Exclamatory sentence
3. The stars shine in the sky. = Statement
4. You should take medicines regularly. = Imperative Sentence
5. Why are you sad? = Interrogative Sentence
6. What a delicious meal it was! = Exclamatory Sentence
[D] Circle the subject and underline the predicate.
1.
The lion lives in the forest.
2.

The girls

(2)

are not tired.

Q.2 [A] Fill in the blanks with correct form of nouns.
1. My mother is using a knife to cut the vegetable. { knife / knives }

(2)

2. My new house has many rooms . { room / rooms }
3. The tailor has kept the scissors on the table.{ scissor / scissors }
4. I have bought two books from the book store.{ book / books}
[B] Rewrite the following as interrogative sentences.
1. It was raining in the evening. = Was it raining in the evening ?
2. She will trust him blindly. Will she trust him blindly ?
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(3)

3.I am selected for the competition. = Am I selected for the competition ?
[C] Arrange the words in Alphabetical order.

(2)

1. Banana, grapes, apples, papaya = apples, banana , grapes , papaya
2. Cauliflower, umbrella, spoon, state = cauliflower , spoon , state , umbrella
3. Stadium, panda, carrots, chalk = carrots , chalk , panda , stadium
4. Monkey, prove, beans, shark = beans , monkey ,prove , shark
[D] Underline the nouns in the following sentence and write whether they are of masculine,
feminine, common or neuter gender.
(3)
1. Vineet is an intelligent boy. = Masculine , Musculine
2. Mumbai is a big city. = Neuter
3. Someone is knocking at the door. = Common , Nueter
Q.3 (A) Give one word for the meaning.
1. Becomes aware of a particular fact or situation = Realises

(4)

2. To copy somebody = Imitate
3. Something that is unexpected = Surprise
4. Impressive or large and good = Majestic
(B) Who said to whom

(4)

1. “Oh! Peeku, thank you for praising me.” = Mithoo said to Peeku
2. “Hello! Are you related to my cousin, grasshopper?” = The Cricket asked to Kitty
3. “There is one condition.” = Ramabai said to the headman
4. “What is the matter, my son?” = Father Golden asked to Adam
(C) Tick the correct answer.
1. Krish feels that freedom is more important than beauty.
(A) Colours

(B) sweet voice

(C) freedom

[3]
(D) book

2. Who was Ramabai? = A poor old lady
(A) A physician

(B) a headman

(C) a poor old lady

(D) an old man

3. Mother golden was carrying a basket with a baby boy .
(A) A baby girl

(B) a baby boy

(C) a white fluffy kitten (D) a mother
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4. Kitty came to know that the fairies play pranks on Midsummer’s Days .
(A) Hot summer’s Days

(B) Midsummer’s Days

(C) Mid winter’s Days

(D) Rainy Days

5. A camel is proud of his hump .
(A) hump
(B) tail
(C) legs
(D) back
6. The whole family seemed cheerful as they were expecting to see their pet cat .
(A) waiting for someone to arrive

(B) expecting to see their pet cat

(B) waiting for the delivery of something

(D) waiting for the parents

Que.4 [A] Fill in the blanks by using bracket.

[3]

[ satisfied , intelligent , Adam , sunset , aching , value ]
(1) Adam came back with a white, scared face.
(2) The magic of shoes will stay till sunset .
(3) Ramabai is old , hard working and intelligent .
(4) We don’t value what we have.
(5) Peeku, the crow is satisfied in his life.
(6) Kitty wished to rest her aching feet.
[B] Answer the following questions. [Any three ]

[6]

(1) How did Ramabai prepare herself to treat the headman?
Ans. Ramabai did not tell her plan to anyone. She packed a bag, tied her hair up in a
bun and went straight to the headman’s house.
(2) Why should we not laugh at the chimpanzee?
Ans. We should not laugh at the chimpanzee because he thinks he is as wise as
you or me.
(3) Why is majestic peacock sad?
Ans. The majestic peacock is sad because he is not free. his beauty made him unhappy .
He is look like a beautiful prisoner .
(4) What did Kitty’s father ask her to do ? Did she do the work willingly ?
Ans. Kitty’s father asked her to go to the post office before school and get his letters.
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And no she did not complete the work willingly.
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